How to Be a Freelance
Writer in Kenya & Make
Money Online
by
Niabusiness.com
PLEASE NOTE THAT: By downloading this ebook, you ensure that you don’t claim to be its
creator/ author.
Feel free to use it to improve your freelance writing career / business. Do not sell it to anyone. It
is free. Also remember that you are not to alter the ebook in any way. Leave it as it is. All the
links in it, this note you are reading right now, and everything else in it must be intact at all
times.
You can bundle it with your products (for example in a zip folder) and even host it on your own
website or blog provided you don’t alter the ebook in anyway.
Also remember that the content in this ebook is meant to inform you about things you can do
when thinking of starting your own freelance writing career / business.
The author will not be liable for any errors or omissions in this ebook. The author will not be
liable for any losses, injuries, or damages resulting from the use of this information.
Future editions of this ebook will bring you more tips and suggestions on how to start and make
your freelance writing business even better. Subscribe to get links to those editions. You’ll find
instructions on how to do this at the end of the ebook.
If you have any questions, you would like to ask, click here to get in touch with me.
This ebook is meant to do one thing: To get you thinking of ways to start your writing career /
business and give it a chance at success.
This ebook gives you a few important things to look at before you even start. These things will
fill your head with ideas which you will need as you start and grow your career / business.
The ebook is divided into different sections - all filled with questions and answers that should
help you build a content business that offers solutions people are willing to pay for.
I highly recommend that you refer to this guide from time to time, and follow the instructions at
the end of the ebook to get download links to future editions (of this ebook) whenever they are
made available to Niabusiness.com subscribers.
So get your pen and paper ready, and let’s begin.
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When you are just starting out doing freelance writing, you will quickly realize
that there are a variety of content formats you can focus on.
When I first started out, I chose to start with blog posts / articles. So, I sought
out clients who had their own blogs, and who I knew would be interested in
having someone write posts for them.
My first and second client, all I ever did was write articles for them. Some they
published on their blogs. Others they used for other things.
Going into this, you are going to have to make up your mind what you focus
on. You can choose from the examples below:
Reviews: These can be in the form of articles or not.
To find work writing reviews, seek out individuals, businesses and companies
that have blogs and websites that publish reviews for various products and
services (sometimes even doing comparisons of similar items), using various
affiliate programs and display ads to monetize their content.
Look for Amazon niche site builders. Also look for blogs that are clearly using
affiliate marketing to make money.
How-to tutorials: These can be in the form of articles (to be published on a
blog), a guest post (for another popular site with more traffic), email series (to
be sent out to email subscribers using an email autoresponder service as a
free course monetized by affiliate links or one’s own product sales), graphics,
screencasts or PowerPoint presentation.
Content types like these usually involves you showing others how to use a
certain thing (device, system, software, app, plugin, theme, product, service,
extension, website or recommendation) to achieve a particular aim.
Why posts: Here you write content explaining why something is the way it is. In
creating content like this, your job is to give to readers explanations that
answer a why question to help them understand a topic they are interested
in and want to know more about.
Your goal, with this kind of content, is to be informative.
Lists posts: Here you take a topic, outline it and format the information you
give to readers in the form of a list.
Usually the content is titled with a number of the listed items included in the
headline.
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For example: 25 Best WordPress Themes for Freelance Writers OR 20 Reasons
to Make Extra Income Doing Freelance Writing Jobs in Kenya OR 30 Quotes
on How to Make it Online as a Freelance Writer OR 20 Entrepreneurs Who
Started their Businesses with Only 5,000 Kenyan Shillings and Made Millions.
Sites that publish listicles always use Google AdSense, Media.net, BuySellAds,
Propeller Ads, Taboola, Outbrain, Amazon Associates Program, RevContent,
their own products and other affiliate programs (ShareASale, Jumia Kenya,
Rakuten’s LinkShare, CJ, e-Junkie, Walmart, ClickBank and JVZoo) to
monetize their content.
Web 2.0 content: As more businesses and individuals try to diversify their web
traffic resources, so as not to rely only on the traffic Google and Facebook
sends them, they have realized that they can take advantage of the
audience some websites (that accept user generated content) attract.
Some of these sites include Quora, Medium, LinkedIn Publishing, Reddit and
Slideshare.net.
For Quora, a client may hire you to write a detailed answer, to a question
asked on Quora, in the form of an article.
Medium and LinkedIn Pulse also allows many leaders, business owners,
bloggers and professionals to publish their own articles on these websites.
On Slideshare, you can publish videos and detailed PDF files (in the form of
PowerPoint presentations, articles, how to guides, reports, sample chapters,
reviews and graphics). A client may hire you to help them create such
content for them to upload on their Slideshare account.
A client may hire you to help them put out one-off or regular content for
these sites with a view to attract some of the users of these sites back to their
website or blogs.
Guest posts: If you already have an account and are writing for popular
blogs like Forbes, Huffington Post or TechCrunch among other popular
authority websites in your niche, there are many people willing to hire you to
write guest contributions - to be published on these and other sites they may
have in mind.
Academic writing: There are many students and scholars from different parts
of the world who seek out Kenyans with university degrees to help them with
their academic writing requirements.
The people who hire Kenyan academic writers include secondary school
students, undergraduate students, postgraduate students, university lecturers,
college and polytechnic tutors, professors, authors, businesses, foundations,
charities, government and non-governmental organizations who need help
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writing scholarly articles, reports, research to be published on academic
journals, dissertations for undergraduate degree and Masters, PhD theses,
essays, term papers and course works.
Some people object to doing this kind of online writing for ethical reasons.
But there are many Kenyan academic writers who have found this kind of
writing to be highly lucrative.
They love doing their work.
Knowing that there is demand for their expertise and research skills, they are
happy to supply their writing services to many in the market who seek the
kind of solution they are offering.
Sales pages: To sell online, individuals and companies, need sales copy to
increase awareness about their products, services and what advantage they
get the customer who buys from them.
Online shop owners, for example, can hire you to write product sales pages
for the items they list in their store.
When you are hired as a freelance writer to do this kind of writing, you are
expected to create copy that engages and convinces prospects to
purchase the product you are writing about.
Apart from sales pages writing, sometimes you may be required to
write product descriptions that are not sales-y in their tone.
News commentaries: To do this, a client will require you to be well
acquainted with breaking or popular news in a certain niche topic or locality
and require you to write your own commentary, summary or opinion piece
on the said news item – without forgetting to include a highlight of the most
important pieces of information that make part of the news item.
Clients who can hire you to do these type of assignments include owners and
editors of news sites, celebrity gossip site, political news sites, business news
sites, tech news sites, online media companies, viral sites, niche monthly
subscription magazines, newspapers, sports news sites, city news sites, town
news sites, newsletters, local news sites, financial news sites, law websites,
journals, weekly papers, online newspapers and traditional media
organizations with digital properties in different niches.
Email newsletter content and email autoresponder series: Here you will be
required, as a hired writer, to create content which will predominantly be
transmitted to and made accessible to readers via emails sent to their
inboxes.
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Many individual marketers, organizations, institutions and companies have
email subscribers to whom they send email updates from time to time.
The owners of these email lists can hire you to create content that they in turn
send to those who signed up to receive updates from them – sometimes
sending updates in the form of a series of related emails (that can also act as
a free e-mail course on a given topic the subscribers are interested in).
Some of the emails may include campaigns introducing the subscribers to
new products, new information or stories.
Lead magnets and content upgrades: This involves creating content your
client will use to entice their website or blog visitors (prospects) to give them
their contact information and permission to contact them (for example via
email, SMS or phone calls).
You’ll be tasked with creating content your client uses for lead generation.
The type of work your client will need from you includes creating freebies (like
free downloadable checklists, cheat sheets, PDF ebooks and guides, ePub
ebooks, free Kindle books, whitepapers, reports, series of video tutorials or
even a free email course).
They use these types of content to engage their subscribers – and later on
invite the subscribers to make a purchase of one of their products or to check
an item they recommend as an affiliate – where they get a commission for
every successful referral they get the merchant.
Resource pages: These are very detailed pages blogs and websites in various
niches publish to help their audience find the things they need to achieve a
particular goal.
Often these pages act as one place where a reader can find links and
descriptions of blog posts, success stories, case studies, ebooks, books,
videos, courses, software, products and services they need to use to
accomplish a goal they have in mind.
A resource page for freelance writers in Kenya, for example, would include
descriptions and links to blog posts, ebooks, courses, software, products and
services you need to start and continue making an income working online
doing content writing jobs.
Interviews, profiles and case studies: Companies can hire you to interview
their customers and various leaders in the niches they operate in.
You may be asked to interview customers, leaders, bloggers, entrepreneurs,
developers, authors, salespersons and celebrities.
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Once you have gathered enough information from the interviews you
conduct (via email, phone, Skype calls, online chat via instant messenger
and messaging apps) you’ll then be tasked with creating a profile or case
study outlining the challenges, failures and successes of an individual,
company, product or service.
Plans and proposal writing: You can be hired to write business plans and
proposals by companies, organizations and individuals who intend to use the
plans and proposals to secure funding from universities & colleges (for
research), banks and micro-finance institutions (for loans to finance business
growth and expansion), charities, foundations and non-profits (for donor aid
money to use for development projects, poverty alleviation and social
entrepreneurship).
Amazon Kindle books: These can be short 5,000 to 10,000 word ebooks on a
specific topic (offering a solution to a specific problem) that you are hired by
someone to write as a ghostwriter or co-author.
The clients who hire freelance writers to write Kindle books for them then go
ahead to self-publish the titles on Amazon Kindle and earn monthly recurring
income from each copy sold.
Most of these short guides are non-fiction in nature and show the readers
who buy them how to do something specific – for example: How to Earn US$
1000 Per Month Freelance Writing.
Writers who are hired to create these short ebooks often are paid a flat fee –
for example 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1200, 1500 or 2000 US
Dollars – and the clients who commission these writers often list the ebooks on
Amazon (in a specific category) for US$ 2.99 per copy.
When you get hired to do this kind of work, you will be tasked with
researching your topic, writing and putting together the information in a way
that reads smoothly.
Content for pre-made blogs & turnkey websites: There are people who
create blogs and websites on specific topics, adding 5, 10 or 20 articles to it
and sell off the sites to buyers who want ready made sites they can develop
further.
Know what these two parties have in common? They both need content. The
person who creates pre-made AdSense niche sites or Amazon niche review
sites need writers to supply the content they add to the sites.
The people who buy these types of sites (and later flip them for a 10 to 20
times multiple – of a site’s monthly earnings) also need content to keep
adding to their sites – to keep them fresh, keep readers coming back and
rank for more long-tail keywords on search engines results pages.
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Find these people, pitch them, negotiate rates and you can start getting
regular work from them – and earning from every writing job they send your
way.
Some of these done-for-you site creators also own their content agencies, so
there is a high likelihood of finding regular work from them.
A small percentage of them also run their own popular niche sites (in the
business to consumer space – B2C) and authority websites (in the business to
business space – B2B) and are in constant look out for new writers they can
hire to work with them long term.
Summaries and aggregated content: You can also be hired to write content
where you are required to dwell more in the main points of a news item,
podcast, video, webinar, story, seminar, conference or speech.
Say five different websites write articles (one each) covering a related news
item or story, a client can hire you to write one article that summarizes the
main points in the five articles in one piece, linking back to your sources – the
five sites.
In this manner, your one article will then contain more information compared
to each of the other five articles.
This increases your chances of quickly:
gaining higher rankings on Google Search for the piece you pen
getting more people reading and sharing your article, especially if your
client uses Facebook ads campaign, for example, to get more clicks to
his website (to the article you wrote) or by boosting your article using
Facebook ads once he adds it as an update to his Facebook page.
At other times a client can also hire you to create content similar to another
piece of content already out there.



Here you are given, via email sent to you, a link or two to content already
published on other sites. You are given a word count limit, and may be links
to 2 or 3 more posts to look at.
Then you are required to write a similar article, but it has to be original and in
your own words.
You can’t rehash your sources word for word. Because then your content
won’t pass tests built into plagiarism checking tools.
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How to get your first paying freelance writing client in one week as a Kenyan
content writer
The tips I am about to outline here are inspired by my story when I first started
writing online for pay.
You may go about online writing differently depending on what makes sense
for your situation.
So, take my story as a guide (something that worked for me when I first got
started writing online for clients) you can learn from in your quest to land your
first client.
Choose a niche
When you first get started as a writer, you may have a tendency to write on a
lot of different things, hoping that way you cast a wide net and increase your
chances of finding work quickly.
But being a jack of all trades at this point may (and I repeat may) not work
well in your favour especially if you establish your own self-hosted WordPress
writer website (with a Hire Me page and Portfolio page) and pitch clients via
email (or the contact forms on their blogs and websites) inviting them back to
your site to check your sample articles, PDF guides, ebooks or whatever
content you use as writing samples to help clients gauge if you are a good fit
for their content needs.
The story may be a little different if you are using bidding sites. If you go the
bidding sites route to land your first client, it’s not a must to have your own
writer site, though you’ll still need to have some samples of content you have
written to show your clients before they hire you.
Landing your first client this way (bidding for jobs) seems easier but the
disadvantage is that there is a lot of fierce competition for the writing jobs
posted on these sites (like UpWork) and many writers are willing to charge
really low rates.
The advantage of having your own writer site is that it may take a lot of work
upfront (to create your portfolio, Hire Me and About pages), but it is worth it
when your first client pays you US$ 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 100, 150 or even 200
dollars for your first article, sales page, blog post, tutorial post, email
newsletter campaign, downloadable freebie – like a lead magnet or content
upgrade in the 1,000 to 2,500 word range.
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When I set out to find my first writing client I didn’t even know that I was
somehow following the advice to go niche.
But I was.
Now that I am here in 2017, I look back at when I started writing for clients
online in 2016 and see that I followed the advice.
My multi-niche blog that I used as my writer site had blog posts in lots of
different topics.
Prior to seeking out my first client, I had written and published blog posts on
parenting, WordPress, blogging, content marketing, success & selfimprovement, business & entrepreneurship, time & productivity, email
marketing, love & relationships, news commentaries, affiliate marketing,
writing & book publishing, free ebook creation, watching less television,
ecommerce, being an early riser, college & university life, Kenya Certificate
of Secondary Education school tips, making money online, web hosting &
domain registration, WooCommerce shopping cart plugin, and personal
finance.
Some of these topics only had 1 or 2 posts.
Despite the array of topics covered on my blog (which was not getting many
unique visitors per day or per month: less than 100 visitors a day), when I
pitched my first client (my first paying client), the samples (articles published
on my blog prior to even me thinking about getting work as an article writer
for other blogs and websites) I linked to in the email I sent them were on the
topics of WordPress, blogging and online business.
Why? Because in the industry (niche) they were operating in these were
some of the most sought after topics.
How did I know? I was a reader of their blog and was subscribed to receive
updates from them via email. So, I knew that content on these topics were
well liked by their readers.
When applying to write for their blog, I didn’t even visit their site. I just replied
to one of the emails they sent me months ago as their email subscriber.
In less than 48 hours (may be even less), he gave me work (to write a review
for a particular premium WordPress plugin) which I did in a cyber café over
two days (spending a few hours on research and writing each day).
I sent the completed review article in MS-Word document format.
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He liked the work and asked me to send him an invoice for the work via
PayPal to his PayPal email address.
And then he paid me 50 US Dollars (to my PayPal account that always read $
0.00 since I created it – and only recently verified via a debit card: KCB
Pepea card MasterCard) for the work.
I withdrew the money using one of the PayPal to M-PESA withdrawal services
websites in Kenya – and used the money to buy airtime to keep prospecting
for work from other blogs and websites using my feature phone (yes, I was
sending my cold pitch emails using a Nokia 110 mobile phone and Safaricom
internet – no fancy equipments).
Later, I used some of the money I made for daily internet data bundles by
Orange Kenya on a Dell laptop with Windows XP as its operating system
when, in about a week, I landed another client (also in the WordPress &
blogging space) who started giving me consistent work.
Note though that a few times this second client asked me to write on two
other topics unrelated to the WordPress and blogging niche.
Why am I telling you all this? To show you the importance of deciding to look
for a certain type of client - depending on topics you are knowledgeable
and like writing about.
When you have a niche topic to focus on when you first get started looking
for your first client it gives you the advantage that the client, comparing you
to other writers who may have pitched them, will look at you as someone
with abundant knowledge in their chosen niche topic.
Couple this with in-depth articles you use as samples in your portfolio, and
you increase your chances of getting hired.
The people you pitch to will know that you are capable of producing wellresearched and well-written long-form content for them.
That’s one way to have an edge over other writers.
Also having a niche topic will also have the added effect of giving you more
time to research the players in your niche.
You’ll come across more blogs, websites, authors, writers, companies, leaders,
entrepreneurs, developers, marketers and businesses in your niche and learn
what it is they are trying to help their followers (customers, clients, prospects,
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membership subscribers, email subscribers, affiliates, joint venture partners)
achieve.
And then, in your email pitches, you’ll show them how you can help them
achieve some of their goals by hiring you to write for them.
You’ll be able to come up with ways to show them how you can help them
offer their customers and clients the transformation and solutions they desire.
So, lesson number one is to look at all the topics you can write about then
settle on one.
Or two or three – as long as they are closely related.
You are guaranteed to land your first client quicker if you do things this way.
So, choose a writing niche. Whether it is: love and relationships (which can still
be narrowed down further: relationship advice for women over 40;
relationship advice for Christian singles, relationship advice for single mums,
relationship advice for newly-wed couples…), parenting (can be narrowed
down to: tips for parents with toddlers, tips for parents with teenagers…),
personal finance or any other topic that you like reading or writing about.
Your niche can also be location-specific instead of being topic-specific. For
example, you can create your writer’s blog and decide to brand yourself
as: Bristol small business freelance copywriter for hire or Small business
freelance content writer for hire in Nairobi, Kenya.
Choose a niche. Narrow it down a bit if you deem it to be too broad.
Then go out there sending cold emails offering to write for websites, blogs,
brands, online media companies, app developers, startups, newspapers,
magazines, professionals who are self-employed, small businesses, institutions,
journals, publications and organizations as a freelance writer for hire.
Deciding on a niche will help you know which websites and blogs to send
your pitch to and increase the likelihood of you finding work in 7 days or less.
It will also help you learn more about how much other freelance writers
writing on the same topic charge for their work (and what rates clients deem
reasonable).
The information you gather from this will help you negotiate better rates for
your work.
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It will also ensure you don’t ask for too little or too much when asked for a
quote by a prospective client.
Knowing how high or low writers in your niche charge will also help you in
determining whether you should charge more for ghost-written work
compared to content where the client agrees to you including your name
and a link to your site in the author bio area.
You will also be able to find writer blogs of other contract writers writing for
clients in your niche via Google Search, and see how they have put together
their sites - especially pages such as the Services / Hire Me page and their
Portfolio pages.
You’ll learn a lot from their sites – and use what you learn while building your
own site.
Write a few sample articles and publish them on your blog
Once you have decided on a niche topic and do some research online
using a search engine of your choice, it is time to create some sample writing
to publish on your writer’s blog.
These will be in-depth blog posts you write and publish on your own site to
showcase your work to clients.
You will link to these posts in the cold emails you send to potential clients. If
they are interested in working with you, they’ll click the links to your sample
articles from your email that lands in their inbox (junk mail or spam folder).
And what kind of content do I recommend you creating and including as
samples in your portfolio? When you are first starting out I say go with list posts.
Create long-form content on one topic – and make your content really good
with a great headline and sub headlines.
Format your post titles to mimic the examples below:








30 Reasons to be an Early Riser
20 Best Pinterest Tools
29 Parenting Books for First-Time Parents
40 Best WooCommerce Themes 2017
50 Quotes on How to be a Better Person
35 Things Ivy League Colleges Don’t Want Parents to Know
20 Children Who Got University Degrees Before They Were 17
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25 Gift Ideas for Parents with Toddlers
50 Best Podcasts for Entrepreneurs to Listen To
40 People Who Won the Lottery and Made Millions of Dollars then Lost it
All
35 Leadership Books for Small Business Owners
105 Blog Post Ideas to Keep You Writing Amazing & Engaging Content
30 Ways to Get a Baby to Stop Crying
37 Self-Hosted Shopping Cart Solutions for Small Businesses

Why list posts? They are easier and quicker to put together.
Also people like reading well-written posts of this nature.
When writing your sample articles aim for at least 2,500 words per article that
you write.
Of course it must be good. The flow should be good.
Ideas should be presented well and words put together in a way that is easier
for readers to scan, read, digest and click on your calls-to-action. Your
readers in this case are the prospective clients you get back to your site via
email outreach.
Back your claims with research (and stories from personal experience)
whenever possible – and even sprinkle in a few popular quotes – which can
be easily turned into tweets or updates to be shared on Twitter, Facebook,
Pinterest, LinkedIn, Instagram, Google+ among other social networking sites
and messaging apps.
Write two to five list-posts to use as samples and you are good to go. You
can, if you deem fit, also write and include 2 to 3 How-to tutorial-type posts in
your portfolio as well.
Write, edit and proofread all the work you produce.
Register a domain name for your writer blog / website on Namesilo
Why Namesilo? Because you can register a domain name (example.com) for
8.99 dollars.
Go to Namesilo.com and get a dollar off your yearly registration cost by using
the Namesilo coupon code BP while checking out.
What does this mean? You will only be charged US$ 7.99 (less than Kenya
Shillings 850) for your domain (remember to use the BP coupon to qualify for
the discount).
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Some writers opt for domain names with their names in them (examples:
marywanjiku.com; sharonachieng.com; peterwanjala.com) while others go
for domains with one of their names plus a combination of other words
(examples: marywritingplace.com; freelancewritersharon; contentpete.com).
It is up to you how you want to brand your domain name and writer blog.
That’s why I advocate choosing a niche topic, researching your niche and
seeing how others name their blogs and domain names.
Research your niche and get more inspiration, then register your .com with
Namesilo (and pay for it using you free debit card like KCB M-PESA
MasterCard which can be topped up with moneys in your M-PESA account
and used for online purchases).
See here step-by-step instructions on how to register a domain name with
Namesilo.com.
If you opt for a domain name with a .co.ke extension, register it with Kenya
Website Experts (and pay for it via your M-PESA mobile money wallet).
See here step-by-step instructions on how to register a domain name
with KenyaWebExperts.com.
Pay for web hosting and change the nameservers the domain you register at
Namesilo or Kenya Web Experts points to
Your site will need hosting – a place where your site’s files are stored and
made accessible to people who visit your site – like the prospective clients
you’ll want to click the links in the emails you send them to come back and
check the sample posts you’ve included in your site’s portfolio page.
To get a hosting plan, pay a web hosting company for their services. You can
pay monthly, but I recommend paying your hosting costs for a year so that
you don’t get worried about monthly payments – and focus more on cold
pitching via email, writing for your clients and getting paid.
Some of the web hosting companies I recommend you consider when
starting your WordPress blog include: HostGator, Bana Hosting,
Interserver, Kenya Web Experts, Squidix, BlueHost, InMotion Hosting, A Small
Orange, DreamHost, A2Hosting, StableHost, Media Temple and MDDHosting.
Learn more about each one of them here (features they provide through
their shared hosting plans, bandwidth, disk quota, pricing & cPanel setup).
Setup your freelance writer website / blog on WordPress self-hosted version
(the CMS popular amongst bloggers, businesses & freelancers)
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Once you have registered a domain name, paid for web hosting and
changed your nameservers (here is how to do this: for Namesilo | for
KenyaWebExperts) it is time to install WordPress CMS to your domain name.
Log into your cPanel dashboard – and use the free software auto installer
provided by your web hosting provider to install WordPress.
Also remember to create an email address with your domain name in it while
still logged into cPanel. I show you how to do all this here.
Once you have installed WordPress, install a WordPress theme (free or paid).
This will determine your site’s layout, design and feel.
Then install the necessary WordPress plugins and configure them. Check that
you have installed everything correctly and that everything is working
properly (here is a checklist of what to look out for).
Once you have completed this part, it is time to start adding content to your
writer blog.
Publish the sample articles you wrote to your site + the following necessary
pages
Log into your WordPress admin area.
Tap Add New Post.
Publish your first sample article.
Repeat the same process for your second, third, fourth and fifth post.
Also write and publish the following pages to your WordPress-powered site.
About: This page is where you tell your site visitors what your blog is all about.
You can also tell them a little bit about yourself, include links to your samples
and hire me pages and add your contact information (like your email
address).
Basically, it is a page where you tell prospects what you can do for them –
how you can help them with their content production needs.
You can use sales language as long as it’s not that strong. Use words that
make them want to hire you and try some of your content writing services.
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The aim of this page is to get prospective clients to get to know you, to get to
like you and be convinced to check more posts and pages published on
your blog – with each page or post viewed increasing the likelihood of them
hiring you to write for them.
Contact: This is the page where you include your contact information. If
someone visits your site and they want to know how to contact you, they will
find all the information they need in this page.
Include your email address as well as a contact form in this page.
Hire Me: In this page, you will provide details about the content writing
services you offer.
If you want, you can also provide details about how much you charge for
different types of writing you do: blog posts, sales pages, product reviews,
ebooks, free PDF downloads etc.
If you opt not to share your rates upfront, you can add a call-to-action in your
Hire Me page asking interested clients to ‘Get a Quote’ from you – which
paves way for negotiations and an agreement on how much you should be
paid for your work.
In this page, you can list the ideal client you are looking for.
You can also state your minimum rates. This way, clients who want to pay you
less will either decide to increase their content budget allocation or look
elsewhere for a writer within their budget.
Terms of Service: This can be a generic page where you share guidelines the
people who visit your site should adhere to. Check examples of terms of
service pages used by blogs and websites in your niche for inspiration.
Privacy Policy: In this page, you’ll share with your blog visitors’ details about
how you use cookies to improve their experience while using your site.
You will also provide details about how you use the information you collect
from them when they use your contact forms or subscribe to your site via
email.
How many pages and post samples do you need in total then?
Ten.
The 5 pages (which includes mandatory and legal pages like the Privacy
Policy and Terms of Use pages) and the 5 blog post samples.
Publish the ten pieces of content on your site and you are ready to start
sending email pitches to clients looking for writers to hire.
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Remember that it is not a must to also write guest posts to build and bulk up
your writing portfolio.
You can do a few guest contributions every month if you like on websites and
blogs with high domain authority and the kind of audience you want to hire
you to write for them.
If you want small business owners in a specific city in the world to hire you,
search for the kind of blogs they read and pitch its owner or editor your guest
post.
When your post is published, make sure it has a strong call-to-action that will
get some of these blogs’ readers to come to your site and check the
copywriting services you offer people just like them.
Write sample cold pitch emails & start prospecting for article writing jobs
At this point, you will be excited but also doubt yourself wondering whether
you are ready to start pitching potential clients or not.
Now that your writer blog is ready and your sample posts have been
published, start by finding the domains and email addresses of some of the
blogs, websites, companies and online businesses operating in your niche or
locality (if you choose to offer writing services to local businesses in your
area).
Then simply begin sending them emails asking them if they want to hire you –
offering reasons why they should use your writing services.
Show them the value in working with you.
Below is a sample cold pitch email I sent to dozens of clients (with minor
variations) when I first started doing freelance writing work.
Hello [first name of client ]. My name is Philos Mudis.
I'm a WordPress user (for several years now) and I'd like to contribute regular
IN-DEPTH content to your sites as a paid writer (at a rate of US$ 0.04 per word)
on topics like WP, personal development, publishing and online businesses.
For examples of how detailed I go, check this eleven thousand post sample I
published on my blog: http://niabusiness.com/reasons-to-start-a-blog/.
It's really good.
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Of course if you don't want articles I can also write ebooks or guides which
you can turn into Kindle books or online courses.
I really want to work with you contributing content to various projects you
handle. Looking forward to your response.
PS: On the blog you can also see my sample posts on reducing TV time,
becoming an early riser, becoming a better person, deciding whether to go
to college among other topics.
Philos Mudis
The subject line I used for these emails was: Writing for your site as a paid
freelance writer.
On occasion, I’d change the subject line and body a bit. For example by
mentioning the name of the site or domain name in the subject line instead
of referring to it as just ‘…for your site’.
For the body, I’d include more links to some of the content I’d created and
published on my blog (I used to have a different blog with a longer domain. I
have since switched to Niabusiness.com)
Since then I have refined my template a bit – and continue to do so as you
can see in the example cold email outreach pitch here.
When you are just starting out, I recommend sending at least 20 of these
emails every day. That is, sending outreach emails to at least 20 new
potential clients each day.
It’s a numbers game. And you will quickly learn a lot from each email you
send. You will learn from every NO, near-YESes, counter-offers and YES replies
that you get.
From your interactions with these many potential clients each day, you will
quickly learn what works and what doesn’t and therefore iterate your email
copy and subject lines accordingly to increase your chances of more
prospects saying YES to you.
Some individuals, businesses, websites, blogs and media companies won’t
even reply to your emails. That’s OK.
Some will tell you that they don’t have work for you now but will let you know,
at a future date, if something pops up.
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So, prospects like this might not hire you right away, but may have work for
you weeks or months down the road. So, don’t write-off them off.
Just continue reaching out to new people and you will start to get more and
more people saying YES to you and offering you work.
Reach out to blogs and websites you already read. Reach out to the owners
of companies making products and services you already use online or offline.
Contact their marketing division if you can’t reach them (by getting contacts
of their marketing team from LinkedIn, their website or via a quick search on
Google, Duckduckgo, Bing, Facebook or Twitter).
Some prospects who say YES to you will agree to work with you without any
need for rate negotiations. They’ll just accept your rates and give you work.
Some will say YES to you but negotiate for lower rates.
It is up to you to decide if the rates are too low for you (and therefore not
work with the client if they are not willing to increase the amount they pay
you) or not (and accept the work but agree that the more you work with
them the more they will gradually increase your rates).

How much to charge for your first freelance writing assignments
When it comes to your first assignment, you have the option to charge a
certain rate you have in mind (based on the complexity of the project, time
needed to complete writing or word count).
You also have the option to take anything the first prospect offers you.
When I got started, I quoted my rates in the emails I sent prospects I pitched.
But now, I don’t do this.
Once a prospect sees my pitch and shows interest in working with me, we
negotiate – and come to an agreed rate (per project or weekly / monthly
payouts if they opt to give me on-going work).
When I first started, I charged US$ 0.04 per word. That means that for a 500word article I wrote, I was paid 20 US Dollars. For a 1000 word blog post, I was
paid $ 40 or KSh 4000. For a 2000 word post, I was paid 80 dollars.
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But when my first prospect showed interest in working with me and said he
only had $50 for the review article (1000 to 2000 words) he wanted me to
write, I accepted the amount.
You can opt to do this as well when you are just first starting out. To have a
per word rate.
Gradually, you can move from this and decide to charge on a per-project
basis instead of using a per-word rate.
If you follow this route, I advice to charge a minimum of US$ 0.05 per word.
Your writing still needs to be good, well-written. Charging per word shouldn’t
be an excuse to pour into your document words that can be done away
with.
Write the best you can. Write your way, still adhering to your client’s
instructions. Be concise in your writing but still give readers what is promised to
them in the title of the piece you are writing.
If you opt to charge 5 US cents per word (there’s nothing stopping you from
charging more) that means that you will charge the following rates: 25 dollars
for 500 words; 50 dollars for 1,000 words; 75 dollars for 1500 words; 100 dollars
for 2000 words; 125 dollars for 2500 words; 150 dollars for 3000 words; 175
dollars for 3500 words; 200 dollars for 4000 words; 225 dollars for 4500 words;
250 dollars for 5000 words…and so forth.
Use the 5 cents as your minimum per-word rate for your first writing
assignment.
If your client is willing to pay you more from the get-go, great.
If not, do your best to stick to the 5 cents per word rate base.
To those who think 5 cents / word is too little, let me restate the point I made
earlier. This amount is what you are charging for your first writing assignment.
You can adjust your rates as you land more clients - and get more work.
So, if the money you are offered is reasonable to you, take it.
That is how you start growing your PayPal balance – and getting more money
you can reinvest in buying internet data bundles, power backup, modem
and laptop to make your life as a Kenyan freelance writer easier.
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Another thing you might be wondering about is this: Should you write the first
article for free to demonstrate your writing ability and adherence to client
instructions?
No.
Assuming you have great sample articles in your portfolio, anyone who hires
you to write for them should pay you for the content you write for them –
even for that first piece of content that acts as a test to help a prospective
client decide if they want to keep working with you or not.
So, don’t go writing free articles for people just because you didn’t know
better.
There are people who con Kenyan freelance writers this way. Be wary and
insist on working with legitimate businesses, blogs, websites and individuals –
and insist on getting paid for your work.
Writing takes a lot of work, research and creativity, so make it clear to your
prospects that you are looking to contribute content to them as a paid
freelance writer – to differentiate yourself from the people who send them
emails asking if they can, for example, submit free content to them in the
form of guest post contributions with the aim of getting traffic and links back
to their sites.

How much content to write to make real money online in Kenya
Once you start earning some income from your writing, you’ll be wondering
about these two things: how to scale your efforts (content production
capacity) and increase your earnings so that you earn something substantial
every single month.
How much money is considered real money is relative depending on who
you ask. But let’s assume you want, working part-time, to start making 60,000
Kenyan Shillings per month (after taxes) and then take things upwards from
there, here is what you need to know.
You will need to make US$ 1300 per month. That means every week you’ll aim
for around 325 dollars – the equivalent of making around 43.34 dollars per
day for 30 days.
Why US$ 1300 per month? Why strive to make this much per month?
Because I’m assuming around 50% of the 1300 will go towards:
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paying your PAYE (pay as you earn) taxes to Kenya Revenue Authority
+ other statutory deductions like NHIF insurance cover and NSSF
payments
transaction costs PayPal charges you
commissions and transaction costs PayPal to M-PESA services charge
you or what your bank charges you (if your clients decides to pay you
via wire transfer to your Kenyan bank account or you use Equity PayPal
withdrawal services)
tithe and donations
purchases to help you improve your online work like apps, equipment
like laptop or better internet, premium themes and plugins for your
blog, ebooks and e-courses on freelancing, business, leadership, sales
and marketing.

50% of USD 1300 means $650. The amount you’ll be pocketing per month
(hopefully saving a huge chunk of it - if you already have another source of
income like the salary from your job or jua kali - to let the power of
compounding take effect as you think of more ways to later invest your
online earnings).
So, here is how you make the 1,300 dollars a month.
If we are using my $0.04 rate that I started with and mentioned above, you’ll
need to divide 1300 with 0.03. Why 0.03? I have subtracted 0.01 from 0.04 as
a rough figure to cater for what PayPal charges for moneys you receive
every time you send you client an invoice and they clear the payment.
So 1300 ÷ 0.03 = 43,333.333 words
Let’s just make it 43,334. That is around 87 500-word posts or around 44 1000word posts or around 29 1500-word posts or 22 2000-word posts per month to
reach the $1300 per month income goal.
If you use the US$ 0.05 per-word base that I recommend, here is how much
work you’ll need to do.
Let’s divide the 1300 by 0.04. The result is 32,500 words.
To achieve this, you’ll need to write 65 500-word posts or around 33 1000-word
posts or around 22 1500-word posts or 17 2000-word posts to make the 1300
US Dollars per month.
Once you reach a point where you can make this amount every month, you
can quickly increase your earnings by doing the following:
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charging your new clients on a per-project basis instead of using a perword rate
negotiating with your existing clients to increase your rates
sending more cold pitches via email outreach to get new clients – who
you will charge more
asking your existing clients for more work, as long as you can handle
the load
recruiting your own team of writers here in Kenya and sending them
some of the assignments you get (provided they can write quality
content that matches or exceeds what your client has come to expect
of you) and profitably paying them some of your earnings
starting your own content writing agency
offering complimentary services like virtual assistant work, outreach
manager, social media manager, customer support etcetera
registering your freelance writing business as a limited company in
Kenya, under the Companies Act, to enjoy the benefits that come with
this type of incorporation
spending a few hours a week to start one niche authority site that you
gradually grow to earn income from diverse revenue streams. Yes, just
start one. Not two. One niche authority site. And add really good
content to it weekly

Note that the rates above are on a per-word basis. If you choose to charge
on a per project basis, you can earn more and reach – even eclipse - your
goal of making $1300 a month faster and by working less hours!
I use these per-word rates because some people start writing online,
immediately ask for high pay rates and get turned down. Which leads to a lot
of frustration and many Kenyans giving up on freelance writing.
The objective here is to help you land steady work (and pay) for a few
months before you start testing the waters and charging newer clients more.
You know, to learn how to walk before you hit the ground running.
As you get more experienced and learn more about the accruing long term
benefits your clients get from the content you write for them, the easier it will
be for you to get a YES when you ask for say 100, 150, 200 or even 250 US
dollars for a piece of content that is less than 1,500 words long.
It doesn’t matter if it’s an article, sales page copy, a product review, a Kindle
book chapter, a download in the form of a PDF file, a guide in ePub format or
pillar content for a niche site.
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Setting up your PayPal account
To receive your payments, most clients will expect that you have a PayPal
account - where they can send you your money depending on your
agreement on when they should pay you:





at the end of the week,
at the end of the month,
every two or three days, or
after the completion of a project – e.g. once you complete an article
they tasked you to write and submit it back to them via email, Google
Docs or by uploading it to their WordPress admin back-end.

Of course, they have to review the content and ask you to make a few
reasonable rounds of revisions (if necessary) before they release the funds to
you.
So, briefly, here is what you need to create a PayPal account to receive your
payments.
First of all note that creating a PayPal account is free.
You will need the following:
One - Internet access so you can go to PayPal.com website and sign up for a
personal PayPal account (you can upgrade this to a business account later if
you want) using your email address (create your email with Gmail or using an
email with your writer blog domain in it).
Just follow the prompts. Enter your details like name, working email address,
date of birth, your mobile phone number, your P.O. Box, your physical
location address, gender and your postal code.
Two - A credit card or debit card to verify your PayPal account. You can get
one by VISA, MasterCard, Discover or American Express from any of the local
banks, saccos and microfinance institutions in Kenya.
I recommend getting the KCB Pepea card.
It is free and you can add funds to it via M-PESA – enter paybill no. 522522 >
enter your card’s 16 digits number> enter amount you want to add to card
from M-Pesa > complete transaction.
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Apart from M-PESA, you can also add funds to the Pepea card via KCB Mobi
or at a KCB Mtaani agent.
Go to a KCB bank branch near you and get yours.
I got mine in under 10 minutes.
Activate the card using your phone – there are instructions on how to do this
in the packaging that comes with the debit card – dial *522*2# on your
phone > press call button > follow prompts to activate it.
Once it is activated, load it with about KSh 300.
Go back to PayPal (log in) and click the verify account / add card link, then
enter your KCB Pepea card number (the 16 digits in the front), the card’s
expiry date (12/19 for example) and then the 3-digit code at the back of the
card.
Click done / add card to complete.
Wait a few hours, then call KCB Card Support Centre (0711087222 – calls are
charged at normal Safaricom rates) and ask them to read you the PayPal
transaction code you need to verify your PayPal account from your card’s
statement.
Write it down.
Log into PayPal. Add the number the KCB guys read to you and complete
the verification of the card / PayPal account.
Three - Add a profile picture of yours to PayPal by clicking the grey profile
area. Make sure it is a picture that shows your face.
I recommend using this picture as well in your Gravatar, Facebook page,
Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+ accounts and emails – mostly to make it easier for
your clients and prospects you come across online to know it’s you.
Four - Also go to your PayPal settings area (by clicking the gear icon) and
add more details such as your national ID or passport number, your main
phone number and any additional emails you regularly use. Just one more of
each is enough.
Once your PayPal account is verified and you start getting paid, you will be
able to withdraw your money in PayPal to your M-PESA account using various
PayPal to M-PESA withdrawal websites in Kenya and taste your first fruits
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(money) working online in Kenya as a writer and getting paid by clients who
appreciate the work you do for them.
Note that you can also withdraw money from your PayPal account to your
Equity bank account and get the moneys (in Kenyan Shillings) in about 3
days from the time you initiate withdrawal from your PayPal account.
If you don’t have an Equity Kenya bank account, visit an Equity mobile
money agent (some M-PESA shops also double up as agents for Equity bank)
and open an account with Equity bank right there.
This account is called Equity Eazzy 247.
Open yours free and then load your account with at least 100 Kenyan
Shillings. Give the KSh 100 to the Equity agent to load to your Eazzy account.
Once this is done, you can then visit the Equity Bank Kenya website to
connect your PayPal account to your Equity bank account. So, when you
withdraw money from your PayPal using this method, the moneys will be
added to your Equity bank account.
Once the moneys are in your Eazzy 247 mobile bank account, you can
access the funds in a number of ways.
For example you can just go to your nearest Equity bank agent (or an M-PESA
shop that offers this service as well) and withdraw money – just like you
always do with M-PESA when you need to withdraw cash.

Getting better at freelance writing by training
As the days go, keep improving. Keep getting better at your craft. Keep
practicing. Keep training. Weather the storms, big and small – and keep
growing, improving your processes and being more efficient no matter what
project you are handling.
Keep improving your typing speed.
Keep improving your research skills, and creating content without issues of
plagiarism popping up.
Learn how to use WordPress, both the frontend and backend. Learn how to
upload and format content using WordPress editor.
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Get better at creating well-written in-depth long-form content as well as short
posts. Learn on-page and off-page SEO.
Also learn how to quickly get over prospects and clients who are not a good
fit for the sake of peace and calm.
And of course I’d like to publish your success story on Niabusiness.com (get in
touch with me via the site's contact form here).
Meanwhile, read posts on the blog. Share your experiences, struggles, wins,
failures, questions, observations and answers in the comments sections of
blog posts I publish on Niabusiness.com.
Know that these little nuggets of wisdom from you motivate and inspire others
to start and have lucrative careers and businesses as professional freelance
writers. Which I do believe is one way for you to help Kenya reach Vision 2030.
Also when getting into freelance writing, think long-term.
Take some time to really answer some of the questions I listed in the
beginning of this page.
Take your pen and some papers and write down your answers to these
questions.
I tell you writers who take time to deeply think about these questions, get into
freelance writing with a different mentality than those who hastily try getting
paid to write only to give up in a week or two.
It is this difference of mentality that will see you want to quit or keep going. It
is this mentality that will motivate you to keep learning and improving instead
of staying complacent.
So, really take time to deeply think about the outcome you are looking for as
a freelance writer.
Doing this will prepare you for unforeseen challenges.
It will help you during the times when people close to you think you are just
wasting time sitting in front of your computer trying to dig for gold using your
keyboard.
It will help you trust that you can make this thing work.
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It will help you stop dreaming and actually put in the hard work to achieve
the outcomes you so desire.
It will help you become organized. To be a writer with a plan for the present
and the future.
It will help you stop yapping about how much you make online to your friends
and family. Hint: keep quiet about your finances.
No one needs to know every detail about how much you are worth or how
much you are making – unless you are married – and have to share details
about your finances with your husband or wife.
No need to stir envy or jealousy or swear that now is the time to compete with
the Joneses by ballooning your monthly spending. Just stick to your plan,
keep grinding and let the wise sayings in the book of Proverbs guide you.
If you do take freelance writing seriously, as you should, you will become
someone who just doesn’t spend every penny they are paid on frivolous
purchases.
Instead you’ll opt for:
1. reinvesting money back to grow your content writing side hustle. Using
some of the money you receive, buy plugins (like MailMunch, Smart
Slider, Thrive Leads, Bloom and Thrive Visual Editor) and a premium
theme for your WordPress site from Thrive Themes, Theme Forest,
Elegant Themes, Theme Country, Genesis Themes or My Theme Shop.
Buy Niabusiness.com paid ebooks and online courses listed here. Pay
for an email marketing software provider like GetResponse and tools
like Snagit & Camtasia. Also buy and read countless good books
from Amazon...and awesome themes like Divi, Perfomag, Avada or
Kleo.
2. saving money for: a rainy day (having an emergency fund), your
children’s or siblings school fees, next month’s budget
3. building up capital to invest in other things – like your education,
property, shares, turning your writing venture into a content writing
agency with its own writers or investing in another solid idea you are
serious about turning into a profitable business
4. launching complimentary freelance services like VA (virtual assistant
services), transcription services, editing and proofreading services,
graphic & web design services, SEO services for local businesses or
business in a particular niche, social media management services, paid
traffic or content repurposing services
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5. finding and listening to podcasts to learn from other writers, bloggers,
freelancers, leaders and online business owners
6. increasing your revenue streams gradually, for example by launching
your first niche authority site and working on it to make it profitable – by
diversifying traffic sources, and monetizing it by offering your services,
selling ebooks, selling membership subscriptions, using display ads,
earning from affiliate marketing, providing coaching services, offering
consultancy services or by launching and selling online courses
7. receiving updates from Niabusiness.com to keep learning and growing
your hustle. Subscribe for free to get email and SMS updates here. As a
subscriber, you can also opt to take any of Niabusiness’s free online
courses listed here
8. reaching out to more prospects and landing new clients while you
keep working with your existing clients as well. You will continue
prospecting – hunting for more work from clients. And you will quickly
realize the advantages of having a daily or weekly quota – doesn’t
matter if you just send ten emails a day or 10 a week. You will know
that it is in your best interest (and the interest of those who decide to
work with you) to keep reaching out

Subscribe via email here to receive newer editions
of any Niabusiness.com guide in your possession.
Every time a new edition is out I’ll let you know via
email. So, if you are not a subscriber just yet, head
to the blog here to sign up.
To read all recent articles on freelance writing, click
here.
To get the accompanying guide with all the stepby-step instructions on getting started, click here.
To download other Niabusiness free ebooks and
guides, click here.
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